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Personal Reflections

Thank you for inviting me.
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(Picture with JANS! (Japan version of INPO)

Picture of flags (best I could do)

Industry CNOs visited 9/12

I wanted to visit the of NRR, NRO, NSIR, RES and the RAs

Began 2/15/14 - Just before the 3 year Anniversary of the accident -Many, many groups
from US were in Japan that week
-60 minutes film crew
-DOE
-Commerce and State Department led visit
-Conference on PRA

Yet, our Japan colleagues agreed to host us.

Met with
-IHI, Toshiba (Japanese manufacturing companies - supplying Vogtle/Summer)
-JANSI
-JNRA
-TEPCO
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Visited
-Kashawasaki-Kawari
-Daini
-Dalichi

Despite being extremely busy, the folks we visited were move gracious hosts

Will show pictures - Insights/impressions
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Picture in Tokyo.

I hadn't focused on the weather.

Of course it is winter - obviously, It was winter on 3/11/11. It was a cold, windy day.
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Wanted to meet with the regulator first. Schedules would not permit.

Met with JANSI - Assigned Vic a lead, following my opening.

Almost every group we met with started with an apology ... for not preventing the
accident and for the great invonvenlence and trouble that has been caused to the
residents, communities, the people of Japan and the world"

Newly formed. INPO formed following TMI.

Made up of utilities - focused on excellence
- Shared our perspectives regarding the importance the organization can play (formed

following TMI)
- Discussed NRC/INPO MOU and importance of the Interface with the regulator

Struggling to get started

Viewed by JNRA with a degree of skepticism and held at arms length to avoid being seen
as in bed with the regulator.
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(Meeting with JNRA)

Secretariat of NRA - DG Yasui (far left)
Commissioner Dr. Fuketa
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Japanese Glenn Tracy (equivalent to our EDO)(animated/energetic)

NRA has accomplished a Tremendous amount of work - clear progress has been made
- Established new regulatory requirement (well beyond our requirements)(like 9/11)
- Built to address their insights

- Help from outside the plant was difficult
- Realistic training and expertise
- Time Is most valuable asset
- Prepare for unknown

March 1, reorganized to integrate JNES (scientific branch) into JNRA
545 people to 1025 after reorganization

Lot of work ahead
-Beginning review of applications for plants seeking to restart (PWRs first)
-Then perhaps several BWRs
-Receiving permission to restart Is uncertain. JNRA approval (basic design, certification
that meet rules/procedures+ private contract with Municipal government (have
technical committees that discuss)

-Treatment of groundwater and DECOM at Daiichi (about 20 people)
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Joined by Commissioner Apostolakis (attending the PRA meeting)

(does Vic look taller?)
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(Meeting with TEPCO) I asked with no real expectation that It would be granted - it
was!

One of the most valuable aspects of the trip

Shift supervisor (Ikuo Izawa)(to the left of me In the picture)
Maintenance manager(Dr. Takeyuki Inagaki)(to the right of me)

Both on site at the time of the earthquake and the tsunami

A 3Y manager, Mr. Anegawa, Managing Executive Officer, Secretary-General of Nuclear
Reform Special Task Force, Deputy CNO TEPCO, was particularly insightfull
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On the way from the Iwaki station to JI Village
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J Village

Large soccer training complex. I think it was constructed and donated by TEPCO in
1997. Training location for the Japanese national soccer teams. Outside the
evacuation zone. (approximately 20 Kilometers from Dalichi). Staging location for
worker activities to support accident recovery and decommissioning.
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Vic, Kirk, and Mr. Masuda (behind Vic).

Mr. Masuda was the Site Supertindent at Fukushima Daini at the time leading up and
following the accident. He has recently been reassigned. I'll talk more about him. He
accompanied us on the bus ride to the site and on our tour of Daini.
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From J Village, headed to Fukushima Daini
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1st point -- Earthquake, tsunami and subsequent accident represented a tremendous
loss.

Few lives lost as direct result of the accident (2 onsite at Daiichi. 1 Crane operator at
Daini. All as a result of the eq/tsunami), but even 3 year later after the land has drained,
signs of the accident remain.

Fukushima Dalni Is approximately 12 Kilometers (7.5miles) south of Fukushima Daiichi.
Town contaminated due to plume from Dalichi.

Land contaminated down a couple of centimeters. To decontaminate, scraped off and
store (temporarily) under green tarps or in large black bags.
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Damage from the earthquake

I

I
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Abandoned businesses.

Went by a garden store (like home depot). Stacks and stacks of bags of topsoil, mulch,

etc. Unusable because of the contamination as a result of the accident.
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Tsunami damage
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Driving by, this building caught my attention.

Mr. Masuda who used to live In this town (Tomioka) He told me this was a Thai
restaurant. Quite good. The look on his face spoke volumes.

16000 people lived in the town of Tomioka. 9 % of the town are making preparations to
return (3 years). 62% of town may return in the future. 30% of the town will be difficult
to return.

160,000 from towns near Fukushima Dalichi were forced to evacuate.

Asked about where folks work. TEPCO guarantees compensation at level prior to

accident. (many don't work)

Later update:

Reuters article, 4/1/14 357 people began to return to Tamura - inland from the plant.
Pre-accident population approx. 40,000 people. First area in the exclusion zone to be
reopened as decontamination was completed.
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Striking momentl

TEPCO visitor center in Tomioka. It had been developed at Mr. Masuda's direction. Play

area for children.

Closed. Bldg. was without power. Parking lot grown over.
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Connected a portable generator to show us a film about the site.

Watched In a very cold room.

The film highlighted the natural attractions of the area, including the beautiful cliffs,
cherry blossoms and associated festival and the beach. It also showed in plain language
and understandable Images, the basic workings of the plants.

Pre-9/11 sites in the US had visitor centers. The RAs noted and we all agreed, we have
never seen a better plant information film.

Finally, one more thought regarding the loss as a result of the accident.

As we visited Daini and the noted changes since the accident. As we visited the plants
at Kashhwazaki- Karlwa and noted all of the pre-and post-Fukushima upgrades, I had the
thought that these are some of the most well protected plants in the world from the

challenges of natural hazards, No plants are currently operating. It is doubtful Dalni will

ever operate again because of the loss of confidence with the citizens of the Fukushima
Prefecture.
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As we watched, Mr. Masuda oriented us to the Fukushima Daini site and highlighted
areas impacted by the tsunami.

We were the first to see this video since the earthquake and tsunami.

It was obviously an emotional experience for him.
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2r4 Point - Of course, the Japanese demonstrated tremendous couragel

Picture taken in simulator at Fukushima Daini.

Man facing Is Mr. Masuda - well known as the hero of Daini. As mentioned earlier, he
was the Site Superintendent at Fukushima Daini on March 11.

Faced earthquake and tsunami like Dalichi.

Leadership/accomplishments are legendaryl

Gathered 500 folks who remained on site following the tsunami in the ERC. Rallied
them. Deployed staff to the staff to the control rooms to aid In communicating between
the controlroom and the ERC. Organized walkdown teams. Developed plans. Strung 6
miles of cable in 30 hours to repower pumps to provide core cooling. Repaired
equipment. All accomplished amid ongoing aftershocks and tsunami warningsl
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Mr. Masuda and his operators ran in the simulator the situation that was faced by the
folks up the coast at Fukushima Dalichi.

In Units 1 and 2 lights went out as lost emergency AC and DC batteries. Unit 3 was
available for 30 hours and it too went dark as they were unable to recharge the
batteries.

A controlroom without power Is a dark placel

Daini had 1 major advantage-they never lost lights, instrumentation and
communications in the controlroom

Enabled them to know the status of the plant, Identify needed strategies, and gage the

effectiveness of actions that were taken.

"A close call."
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Cables, still lay In positions placed on back in march 2011.
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Portable equipment
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Final site visit - on to Dalichi. Joined by DOE on the tour.
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Checkpoint at 4 kilometers. Still evacuated.
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Dressed out for the tour in the ERC at Dailchi.
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Beautiful day. 40-50 degrees F.

This picture in no way conveys the seriousness of situation that unfolded on March 11,
2011.

Great time to point out - the folks at Dalichl also heroic (like the folks at Daini.)

(I lacked this perspective as we watched from the comfort of the operations center
some 7000 miles away).
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Damage caused by the Tsunami
IlI -. •Ii1 • t

Significant damage.
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Damage caused by the Tsunami

,IM -

Through a TB wall.
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Working Environment Inside the Building (2)

Q Operators and workers had to wear a full face mask and rubber gloves and use a

flashlight in complete darkness
0 MRadlation level In the MCR went up along with the accident progression,

i Check Indicated values only with a
flashlight in complete darkness.

Supervising at a deputy supervisors desk
wearing a full face mask In darkness.

Control room - no lights, instrumentation, and limited communications. No ability to

gage the status of the plant

(The shift supervisor told us he had no idea about family for 5 days)

Shift Supervisor-- Must prepare for the unexpected - trained, never expected this!
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What were available for the recovery work?

Only very limited devices and tools were
avallabliel
- Fire Engines: only people from an affiliated

company knew how to operate them.
O Flashlights
0 Cable
0 Tools (screwdrivers, etc.)
Q Batteries taken from cars
0 Engine driven Generators*
O Engine driven Air CompressorsO

Nb*They were In the warehouses of the affiliated
companies and difficult to find.

With limited equipment, worked to recover lighting, instruments, cooling, venting
capability.

We had learned from our meeting with TEPCO earlier in the week that TEPCO was a
project management company. At the day of the accident there were 5700 contractors
on site and only 750 TEPCO employees (per the Maintenance supervisor).

Mr. Anegawa, Secretary-General of Nuclear Reform Special Task Force, Deputy CNO
TEPCO (Participant in the "Reassessment of the Fukushima Nuclear Accident" and the
"Nuclear Safety Reform Plan") said,

•Uved In US for 2 years. We are not like you. You Americans build your own
houses, Work on own cars. We hire someone to perform those services
-,Few mechanical/maintenance/repair skills

Couldn't move RHR motor to replace damaged motor
On the 1 2 th, knew there was a FP connection on the turbine building wall that would
enable them to Inject fresh water into the core. Had great difficulty finding the
connection box (didn't know where it was). Finally able to locate someone who could
help them find it.

NEED thorough understanding of the plant and technical stills indigenous to the
operator staff
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Working Environment Inside the Building
o Initial recovery activities had to be

performed:
o In complete darkness,
" with no Instrumentation,
O without most of communication media.

Many scattered objects were on the
floor of the service building.

Connected temporary
atteries to recover

instrumentations.-'-I

Despite the difficulties, from ERC, Operators deployed with continued aftershocks and
Tsunami warnings, in dark plant, amid debris made worse by the Hydrogen explosions,
contamination/radiation fields, high temperatures, fatigue, and high degree of
interference from Tokyo.
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Summary of Accident Management Responses

_ _ _ ii ;

3,,,_.__..._____ l . __-..- •1~I

•Crises occurred saquanilally starting from Unit 1, Unit 3, and then Unit 2
•Shortly aftr cooling function was lost, core damage startad and was followed by
containment damage at each unit

Timeline - successful, but not quickly enough (or just in time to be too late)

With the overwhelming failure of installed equipment, found that time was the most
valuable asset.
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Picture - Units are in the background behind the storage tanks.

Today - Decommissioning of Fukushima Daiichi is a major undertaking.

Need to continue to cool cores in units 1-3. (20-40 deg. C at the RPV bottom)
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Cables remain much as they were placed to support the damaged units in the days
following the earthquake/tsunami.

Waste water is tremendous problem.

More than 1000 tanks and other containers are on site.

Will deal with issues for next 30 - 40 years. (There are employees who Just joined who
will serve our their careers in this endeavor.)
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In Unit 5.
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In the reactor building of unit 4
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Removing fuel from unit 4

They are engaging in the difficult talk of beginning to remove rubble from the SFP in unit
3.
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Opportunity to address folks working today in the ERC. Behind me is the IAEA flag
signed by the members of the fact finding mission from May 2011.

Of course I thanked them and Pete and I promised our continuing support.
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With JNRA inspectors.

(As an aside, Mr. Masuda was highly complimentary of the NISA residents who stayed
on site at Dalni during the accident recovery efforts. At Dallchi, the left the site shortly
after the accident and were assigned to Toyko. The Japanese aren't often openly critical
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35th anniversary of TMl 1 3/29/7 1)
Ed Fredrick-TMI operator spoke to us in the NRC auditorium marking the 30 year

anniversary

Said they were not prepared forwhat faced that day.

Felt much guilt -- regulator's fault too

Loss of public confidence not easily recovered.

Must ensure that plants Implement appropriate fixes and they are lastingl
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Cranes made by NRC employees

The crane-or tsuru-is considered a national treasure, appearing in art, literature, and

folklore.

The Japanese regard the crane as a symbol of good fortune and longevity because of its
fabled life span of a thousand years.
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